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Program Schedule

Thursday, June 21st

8:00-10:00 Registration

Session A Session B 

8:30-9:00 Brandt van der Gaast (University 
of Twente) Defining 'digital'

Pak-Hang Wong (University of 
Hamburg) Algorithms and End 
User’s Responsibility

9:00-9:30 Joe Dewhurst (The University of 
Edinburgh) Computing Mechanisms
Without Proper Functions

Steve McKinlay (Wellington 
Institute of Technology) Trust and 
Algorithmic Opacity

9:30-10:00 Oron Shagrir and Jack Copeland 
(The Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem) Physical Computability 
Theses

Harry Halpin (INRIA) In Defense 
of Algorthithms

10:00-10:30 Coffee Break

10:30-11:00 Paweł Stacewicz and Bartłomiej 
Skowron (Warsaw University of 
Technology) Virtual objects as 
computationally grounded 
intentional objects

Chirag Arora (Eindhoven 
University of Technology) Digital 
Health Fiduciaries: Protecting 
User Privacy when Sharing Health 
Data

11:00-11:30 Emma Ruttkamp-Bloem and 
Thomas Meyer (University of 
Pretoria; University of Cape Town 
and CAIR) A Formal, Non-
classical, Clarification of Whewell’s
Method of Inductive Reasoning in 
Science

Ingvar Tjøstheim (Norwegian 
Computing Center) Is there (a) 
room for privacy?

11:30-12:30 Awards Keynote Address: Thomas M. Powers (University of Delaware)
Computational Data Science: Epistemic and Ethical Challenges

Accepting the Simon Award on behalf of Thomas C. King and
the Covey Award on behalf of Deborah G. Johnson
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Brandt van der Gaas, "Defining 'digital'"
University of Twente, bvandergaast@gmail.com

We live in a digital age, it is often said. But what does that word 'digital' mean? The analog-digital distinction originally hails from 1930s engineering, but it has been applied in lots of places since then: in cognitive science, in the philosophy of representation, in design and cognitive ergonomics, even in metaphysical questions about the nature of reality. In this paper, I discuss the analog-digital distinction in some detail. Why is it interesting? Is Nelson Goodman’s 1968 account a satisfactory one? What is the best way to define 'analog' and 'digital'? Is there a single distinction that underlies all the different uses of the distinction? I will criticize what I call the wide approach—represented by Goodman and Haugeland—as well as the narrow approach—inspired by Lewis and Maley—and conclude that neither is satisfactory. I conclude by briefly sketching a middle ground.


Pak-Hang Wong, "Algorithms and End User’s Responsibility"
University of Hamburg, wong@informatik.uni-hamburg.de

Our daily life is increasingly mediated—or, even structured—by algorithms with the aid of big data. Algorithms have certainly facilitated decision-making, but it is also increasingly acknowledged by the research community that these algorithms can be biased, and, in turn, could be harmful to individuals and the society. Acknowledging algorithms’ and big data’s harmful potential, researchers have explored various means to alleviate and/or eradicate the problems arise from algorithmic biases. However, the discussion about ethical challenges of algorithmic biases misses an important aspect, namely the moral responsibility of end-users (i.e. individual, not corporate, users of algorithms). In this talk, I argue that end-users of algorithms (e.g. users of a job portal) are morally responsible for the harmful outcome of an algorithm (e.g. discrimination on the job portal), and demonstrate why they are so. Drawing from the ethics of implicit bias, which has shown that whether one is morally responsible for the harms caused by implicit bias depends on their ethical-epistemic environment, I discuss the ethical lessons for both end-users and companies of algorithms to be learned from the ethics of implicit bias.


Joe Dewhurst, "Computing Mechanims Without Proper Functions"
The University of Edinburgh, joseph.e.dewhurst@gmail.com

The aim of this paper is to begin developing a version of Piccinini’s mechanistic account of computation that does not need to appeal to any notion of proper functions. The motivation for doing so is a general concern about the status of proper functions, which carry with them unnecessary philosophical baggage. This paper aims to sketch out a potential alternative approach, where computing mechanisms are understood in terms of perspectival functions. If successful, this approach would carry with it fewer controversial assumptions than Piccinini’s original account, which requires a robust understanding of proper functions. Insofar as there are outstanding concerns about the status of proper functions, this approach would therefore be more generally acceptable.


Steve McKinlay, "Trust and Algorithmic Opacity"
Wellington Institute of Technology, stevet.mckinlay@gmail.com

Trust is central to free, democratic societies. It needs to exist across various social and epistemic strata in order that the tenets of justice, liberty and ultimately human dignity are upheld.  A central epistemic question relating to trust is, when is our trust justified? Part of the social contract requires us to bestow a certain amount of trust upon those that make decisions that impact our lives. We expect those making the decisions to act in a fair and unbiased manner. This paper examines the way the human decision making process across all manner of industries, Government agencies, commercial enterprises and within various social contexts is rapidly being ceded to artificially intelligent software and “big data”.  I argue, following Vallor (2017), that a lack of transparency (algorithmic opacity) in deep learning algorithms mean that the why and how of an algorithm reaching a particular conclusion is largely inexplicable. The logic of any particular algorithmic conclusion obtaining is embedded within a complex distribution of artificial neural networks comprising a multitude of weighted nodes within various layers that, by virtue of the learning nature of the algorithm, rearrange and reweight themselves based on varying inputs and outputs. Many of the input variables need not even be causally related to the output, thus it is virtually impossible, certainly for any ordinary person, to point to any significant factor that propelled the algorithm to a particular conclusion. I show how such systems do not meet the requirements of Simpson’s (2017) evidence-constrained trust and that this creates a moral imperative for all those that would design and use such systems.  While there are implications for all in society at most risk are the underprivileged, those living under nominal living conditions and at the fringes of society. I conclude that unless we proceed with caution, such systems have the potential to significantly erode democracy and alter our conception of free will.



Oron Shagrir & Jack Copeland, "Physical Computability Theses"
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, shagrir@cc.huji.ac.il
University of Canterbury, jack.copeland@canterbury.ac.nz


The physical Church-Turing Thesis (PCTT) limits the behavior of physical systems to Turing computability. We distinguish between three variants of PCTT – modest, bold and super-bold – and discuss some of the empirical evidence against them. The distinction between the modest and the bold theses was advanced by Piccinini (2011). The modest thesis concerns the behavior of physical computing systems, while the bold thesis is about the behavior of physical systems more generally. Both theses say that this behavior, when formulated in terms of some mathematical function, is Turing computable. We distinguish these two theses from a third version of PCTT – the super-bold – that concerns decidability questions about the behavior of physical systems. It says, roughly, that every physical aspect of the behavior of physical systems – e.g., stability, periodicity – is decidable (Turing computable). We then discuss some evidence – from relativity theory, quantum mechanics and more – against the theses. We conclude that all three theses can be best viewed as open empirical hypotheses.


Harry Halpin, "In Defense of Algorthithms"
INRIA, hhalpin@ibiblio.org

At the present moment, algorithms are considered by some critics to be a malevolent and opaque “black box,” ranging from Google's search to Facebook's newsfeed, to even prison-sentencing algorithms. However, algorithms as such are one of the few classes of processes that can be analyzed with a great deal of precision via computer science and so made cognitively transparent. This essay claims that the problem has a twofold character: First, algorithms are essentially similar to speech acts like commands in natural language that organize our social relationships and material world, albeit now this kind of speech act is transferred to artificial languages. The problems with algorithms descend from their embedding within larger extended techno-social systems rather than computational algorithms themselves. Second, machine-learning algorithms are cognitively opaque, as their parameters are derived from input data that poses both epistemological and cognitive issues for human interpretation. So, we hypothesize open and transparent algorithms, including machine-learning algorithms, are possible if the proper computational machinery is employed to take changes in input data into account over time. In conclusion, algorithms are just as, if not moreso, amendable to rigorous philosophical analysis as both mathematical logic and natural language. In fact, there are good reasons to believe that algorithms may be more transparent than traditional human decision-making, and thus important in structuring fair and transparent social systems.


Paweł Stacewicz & Bartłomiej Skowron, "Virtual objects as computationally grounded intentional objects"
Warsaw University of Technology, p.stacewicz@ans.pw.edu.pl
Warsaw University of Technology, b.skowron@ans.pw.edu.pl

Among the many different meanings of the term “virtual object”, this text will highlight the IT meaning according to which a [computer virtual object (COV) is an object intentionally created by man, that arises and exists as a result of certain computational procedures, that have a theoretical basis in different types of algorithms, and even deeper, in different models of computation]

The main (general) conclusions of the text are as follows:

1) Since CVOs are computationally grounded and non-digital models are among the theoretical models of computation, from a theoretical point of view there are CVOs different from digital ones.

2) However, due to the unresolved Church-Turing hypothesis that all effective computations are discreet, there is a doubt about the possibility of the physical existence of non-digital CVOs.

3) Due to the increasing use of natural computations in the applied computer science, the feature of virtuality (or more precisely artificiality) of CVOs should be considered as a gradual one, with respect to the scope and degree of possible references to nature.

4) The way CVO exists indicates interesting and unobvious phenomena such as becoming real and even transsubstantiation.


Chirag Arora, "Digital Health Fiduciaries: Protecting User Privacy when Sharing Health Data"
Eindhoven University of Technology, c.arora@tue.nl

Wearable self-tracking devices capture multidimensional health data and offer new ways of facilitating research. However, they also create a conflict between individual interests of avoiding privacy harms, and collective interests of assembling and using large health data sets for public benefits. While some scholars argue for transparency and accountability mechanisms to resolve this conflict, an average user is not adequately equipped to access and process information relating to the consequences of consenting to further uses of her data. As an alternative, this paper argues for fiduciary relationships, which put deliberative demands on digital health data controllers to keep the interests of their data subjects at the forefront as well as cater to the contextual nature of privacy. These deliberative requirements ensure that users can engage in collective participation and share their health data at a lower risk of privacy harms. This paper also proposes a way to balance the flexible and open-ended nature of fiduciary law with the specific nature and scope of fiduciary duties that digital health data controllers should owe to their data subjects.


Emma Ruttkamp-Bloem & Thomas Meyer, "A Formal, Non-classical, Clarification of Whewell’s Method of Inductive Reasoning in Science"
University of Pretoria, emma.ruttkamp-bloem@up.ac.za
University of Cape Town and CAIR, tmeyer@cs.uct.ac.za

This paper is written on the interface of philosophy of science and non-classical logic. Our overall aim is to show that non-classical logics can clarify and articulate the methodology of science in novel ways because these logics offer mechanisms for representing scientific reasoning in a rich and detailed manner. In this paper we focus specifically on the possibility of introducing non-monotonic logic in the style of Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor [1990], and belief revision, in the style of Alchouron, Gardenfors, and Makinson [1985], strengthened by a new proposal from Casini and Meyer [2017] as a mechanism to amplify and clearly represent the operational nitty-gritty of inductive reasoning.

The context of our paper is given by the current concern among both physicists and philosophers of science about the status of empirical confirmation in modern physics. In this sense the philosophical background to our paper is the current debate concerning empirical vs. non-empirical confirmation of theories where the leading philosophical question is whether the extent to which empirically unconfirmed theories are trusted in modern physics constitute a substantial change of the character of scientific reasoning. By offering a set of formal tools to represent scientific reasoning in novel ways, our paper is intended as a first step in illustrating the value of introducing non-classical logics to this discourse on scientific method.

We show that non-monotonic reasoning and belief revision offer mechanisms to the philosophy of science for representing inductive reasoning during both the process of inductive inference and the process of confirming such inferences. Given debates in philosophy of science with respect to the current content of modern physics, implying a possible shift in terms of scientific method from Popperian falsification to Bayesian methods of confirmation, and bringing the notion of induction to the fore in philosophy of science debates again, such mechanisms are much needed. The paper also illustrates the importance of non-classical logics to the philosophy of science - a much undervalued fact in current research in the field.


Ingvar Tjøstheim, "Is there (a) room for privacy?"
Norwegian Computing Center, ingvar.tjostheim@nr.no

The paper discusses privacy, the concept of space in phenomenology and human dignity. EU has adopted a new legal framework, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The aim is to protect the privacy of data subjects, that is people. The term human dignity is used in GDPR. It is pertinent to ask; what are the philosophical roots of the right to privacy and the use of human dignity in a legal text? Privacy borrows from concepts, ideas and theories in philosophy. It is necessary not only to look at definitions and theories, but how privacy matters and concern people, in the words of John Dewey (1938) “life's problems and difficulties.” Identity theft is used as an example in the paper. It illustrates the privacy has relevance to people – they would like to protect their identity also in digital environments. The concept also relates to the question what it is to be human.



Thursday, June 21st

12:30-14:00 Lunch Break

14:00-14:30 Michał Piekarski (Cardinal Stefan 
Wyszyński University in Warsaw, 
Institute of Philosophy) Decision-
making and affordance-oriented 
predictions. Analysis from 
predictive processing framework

Ariane Bigenwald (Paris 1 
Panthéon Sorbonne) The 
Autonomous Robot: Person, Slave 
or Machine? The Legal Challenge 
of Civil Responsibility in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence

14:30-15:00 Pawel Kawalec (John Paul II 
Catholic University of Lublin) 
Modeling breakthrough and novel 
research strategies

James Pickering, Mateusz 
Podsiadly, Patricia Ashman and 
Keith Burnham (Coventry 
University) Machine Ethics for 
Autonomous Vehicle Collisions

15:00-15:30 Maxim Polyakov, Igor Khanin, 
Nikolai Bormatenko and Sergiy 
Kosenchuk (MS-Ukraina LLC; 
Noosphere Ventures Inc.) Quasi-
Physical View on the Development 
of the Infosphere

Björn Lundgren (KTH Royal 
Institute of Technology) Beyond the
Trolley Problem: Self-driving cars, 
AIs, and I/O-machines

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break

16:00-16:30 Hajo Greif (Technical University 
of Munich) Modes of Modelling 
Minds. A Taxonomy of Simulations 
in Artificial Intelligence

Amelia von Gemmingen and 
David Danks (Carnegie Mellon 
University) Moral responsibility in 
mixed human-machine teams

16:30-17:00 Carlos Zednik (Otto-von-Guericke 
Universität Magdeburg) From 
Machine Learning to Machine 
Intelligence

Roman Krzanowski (Pontifical 
University of John Paul II) 
Problems of Emerging Ethics in 
Autonomous Robots

17:00-17:30 Anthony Durity (University 
College Cork) Philosophic 
Computing

Fiona McEvoy (San Francisco 
State University) Political 
Machines: Ethical Governance in 
the Age of AI

18:00-20:00 Reception
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Michał Piekarski, "Decision-making and affordance-oriented predictions. Analysis from predictive processing framework."
Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University in Warsaw, Institute of Philosophy, m.piekarski@uksw.edu.pl

The aim of the present reflections is to justify a thesis whereby, to fully explain the role played by active inferences within the predictive processing (PP) framework, it is crucially important to analyse decision-making processes. The presented approach is based on the idea of a multi-level, top-down, hierarchical, generative model whose basic function is to minimise prediction errors through active inference. If perception is action-oriented predictive processing and the prediction error is minimised to ensure efficient functioning of a given cognitive system in the environment, the problem of making decisions and its relation to cognitive processes deserve a more thorough analysis. As it turns out, the selection of a specific prediction results not only from the application of statistical inference, but also from a certain decision.
I will first discuss the general idea of PP (§1). Next in §2, I will use the ACH and HAC models suggested by Paul Cisek and demonstrate that decision-making processes are present at each level of the generative model. I will then (§3) focus on the problematic relation between the normative requirement of minimising prediction errors and the possibility of selecting actions which are related to situations involving a high degree of uncertainty. In §4, I will demonstrate that the interdependence can be explained fully only to the extent that we acknowledge the existence of affordances, or possibilities for action, which the agent can recognise in the environment.


Ariane Bigenwald, "THE AUTONOMOUS ROBOT: PERSON, SLAVE OR MACHINE? The Legal Challenge of Civil Responsibility in the Age of Artificial Intelligence"
Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, ariane.bigenwald@gmail.com

Artificial Intelligence (AI) ignites the collective imagination, and the spectre of science fiction haunts social debates and the media. Law is not immune to this recent buzz: debates proliferate while enthusiast speeches for the welcoming of a new era of robot-persons flourish. The origins of such excitement are two simple words: autonomy and unpredictability. In these conditions, the crucial legal question of liability arises. It is generally believed that answering this question calls for substantial modifications of the law and for the creation of new legal categories. However, the premises of such hypothetical procedures need to be thought out and mitigated. We ought to elucidate another question hiding behind the search for a responsible actor: according to current liability standards, can the autonomous robot not be considered as a simple machine, only more sophisticated? In other words, does the autonomous robot really revolutionize law and our current civil liability paradigms?
I will attempt to answer this question by analysing several debates on the status of autonomous robots. I will first challenge the relevance of attributing a legal personality to robots by critically analyzing European Commission studies and reports. I will then proceed to assess the possibility of reviving certain ancient roman notions such as slave status. These notions, although useful in reminding us key aspects of liability involving autonomous objects, will not be retained as solving the AI liability issue. I will finally consider possible liability systems applicable according to existing legal notions and their potential adaptation to the AI context. I will conclude that AI does not revolutionize law and, that in many legal aspects, robots are simple machines.


Pawel Kawalec, "Modeling breakthrough and novel research strategies"
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, pawel.kawalec@kul.pl

The paper proposes a modified version of BVSR (blind variation + selective retention) model of research process. At the level of individual heuristics-driven variation it uses beta (IBP) and Dirichlet (CRP) random clustering processes. At the SR part it elaborates two main research strategies based on team reasoning principles: breakthrough (explorative) and novel (inventive) research strategies. The model is implemented as an agent-based reinforcement learning model with transient distributions to display domination strategies.


James Pickering, Mateusz Podsiadly, Patricia Ashman & Keith Burnham, "MACHINE ETHICS FOR AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE COLLISIONS"
Coventry University, james.pickering@coventry.ac.uk
Coventry University, podsiadm@uni.coventry.ac.uk
Coventry University, ab7176@coventry.ac.uk
University of Wolverhampton, k.burnham@wlv.ac.uk

The introduction of autonomous vehicles (AVs) is expected to reduce the number of road traffic accidents. However, it is envisaged that the introduction of AVs will not be completely without incidents and ethical and moral decisions will need to be made, e.g. a decision between an AV colliding into a group of pedestrians or into a barrier. A possible solution to the ethical problem is known as the utilitarian approach; this involves the AV steering into the collision scenario of least severity, e.g. injury level or number of fatalities. Deciding on the outcome of such ethical problems involves the investigation of machine ethics and moral programming. Within this research, a survey was undertaken to determine participants’ views of the preferred AV collision outcome, questioning if participants views are affected by 'not knowing' versus 'knowing' the potential severity outcomes for a choice of collision ‘targets’. The results from the survey support AV design of the future consisting of an ethical decision maker (EDM) that alters the choice of collision target to minimise the overall severity of the collision.


Maxim Polyakov, Igor Khanin, Nikolai Bormatenko & Sergiy Kosenchuk, "QUASI-PHYSICAL VIEW ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFOSPHERE"
Noosphere Ventures Inc., maxvp77@gmail.com
National University of Water Management and Nature Resources Use, khanin.ig@gmail.com
MS-Ukraina LLC, bormatenko@segater.com
Noosphere Ventures Inc., sergiy1183@gmail.com

The potential of information technologies (IT) is used to a small extent. We think that the methods of classical science are inapplicable to the informational phenomena. We argue and justify the suggestion that infosphere is developing with the lag relative to the sphere of physical phenomena. But the logic of the development, which we call quasi-physical one, is the same. We suggest the model of Paradigmatic Innovation Development (PIDev) which explains the current state of IT as the state of pre-paradigmatic phase and its readiness to the transition to paradigmatic phase. The latter implies the beginning of the scientific phase of the development of noosphere. The paradigmatic phase has corresponded with the model of Vertical Integration of Knowledge (VIK) or parabola of knowledge. The key to the scientific development of infosphere is the ontology of sign construction, the abstraction which serves as an invariant on the set of computer programs, databases and organizations.


Björn Lundgren, "Beyond the Trolley Problem: Self-driving cars, AIs, and I/O-machines"
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, bjorn.lundgren@abe.kth.se

This article addresses the discussion on trolley problems and the need to program self-driving cars to crash ethically (see, e.g., Lin 2015). It is argued that the idea that trolley problems are relevant in order to address how to program cars to crash ethically is somewhat misleading, since we are not only dealing with risk and uncertainty (see, e.g., Nyholm and Smids 2016), but unknown unknowns. It is argued that the problem we face with self-driving cars, AIs, and I/O-machines concerns how to program them given the non-ideal information, not only information that involves risk and uncertainty but also unknown unknowns. Furthermore, it is argued that the obvious solution to this problem—i.e. better inputs—faces its own dilemma problem.


Hajo Greif, "Modes of Modelling Minds. A Taxonomy of Simulations in Artificial Intelligence"
Technical University of Munich, hajo.greif@tum.de

The aim of this paper is to chart the various ways in which models and simulations in Artificial Intelligence (AI) are designed to relate to cognitive phenomena. The systematic basis for this taxonomy is Mary Hesse’s classic distinction between formal, theory-guided, and material, pre-theoretic, analogies in scientific modelling. The formal/material distinction has partial analogies in the computational versus mimetic aspects of simulations as well as in the distinction between analytic, mathematical and synthetic, exploratory types of computer simulations.
On this conceptual background, one can distinguish between at least four approaches to modelling and simulation in AI: first, purely phenomenal, theory-free behavioural simulations (e.g., Alan Turing’s “imitation game”); second, simulations as models that are used to explore general-level, material or formal analogies between computational processes and patterns of reasoning (e.g., logic-based AI); third, simulations as material models, where computational concepts directly inform theoretical hypotheses about cognitive processes (e.g., Marr’s stages of visual processing and connectionism); fourth, simulations as strictly formal models, where computational processes are taken to be expressions of the propositions of a theory of cognition (strong symbolic AI). Remarkably, only the second and third of these approaches actually use simulations for developing testable theoretical hypotheses.
From a historical perspective, and in continuation of pragmaticist views of the modes of modelling and simulating world affairs as being shaped by available mathematical and computational resources, this taxonomy of approaches to modelling in AI will help to demonstrate how available simulational resources drive theory development in AI research.


Amelia von Gemmingen & David Danks, "Moral responsibility in mixed human-machine teams"
Carnegie Mellon University, amelias@andrew.cmu.edu
Carnegie Mellon University, ddanks@cmu.edu

Autonomous technologies are increasingly being used and integrated in group actions, which poses significant challenges for our methods and frameworks of moral responsibility allocation within a group. In particular, existing theories are unable to account for autonomous systems, and so risk placing inappropriate moral blame or praise on human agents. We develop a pragmatically focused framework for the allocation of moral praise and blame in small, well-defined groups. Our system is based on the performance of agents within their group roles, and incorporates factors such as the legitimacy of the role assignment, and interdependence of roles and actions. Crucially, an agent’s moral responsibility depends on not only their contributions to the group success, but also the difference between that performance and the “reasonably expected performance.” For example, an agent who over-performs--that is, exceeds the reasonably expected performance-- receives increased praise (if the group succeeds) or reduced blame (if the group fails). This framework is sensitive to the capabilities of the agents, and so potentially applies to artificial agents (without requiring decisions about whether such agents are “truly moral” agents). We can thus understand moral responsibility allocation in mixed, human-machine teams.


Carlos Zednik, "From Machine Learning to Machine Intelligence"
Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg, carlos.zednik@ovgu.de

In this talk I consider the prospects of current Machine Learning methods to develop intelligent computers. To this end, I outline a generalized Turing Test in which computers are tasked with exhibiting intelligent behavior in a variety of contexts, but also consider the need to “looking under the hood” at a computer's programming. Unfortunately, “looking under the hood” is notoriously difficult—the Black Box Problem in AI. I consider the nascent Explainable AI research program as a possible solution to this problem, but also provide independent reasons for thinking that Machine Learning will yield computers that act like humans, and that act for the same kinds of reasons. Because these computers are being nurtured and situated in the real-world environment also inhabited by humans, the similarities between human and artificial intelligence will be more than merely skin deep.


Roman Krzanowski, "Problems of Emerging Ethics in Autonomous Robots"
Pontifical University of John Paul II, rmkrzan@gmail.com

Within a few decades autonomous robotic devices, computing machines, autonomous cars, and alike will be among us in numbers, forms and roles unimaginable only 20 or 30 years ago. They will act in many roles and will hopefully seamlessly integrate with within our social structures. Autonomous robots, or a-robots for short, will have the capacity to learn and share their experiences with other a-robots. The combined experience of millions of a-robots will give rise to emergence of a supra-ethics- collective ethics of populations of a-robots. The new ethics or a supra-ethics will have ethical rules that we may not be able to understand or explicate. We may not be able to foresee what decisions a-robots with supra-ethics will make. In addition to purely ethical issues supra-ethics will create technical problems such as the problem of collecting of the vast amount of ethical data, the problem of processing of these data to develop some high-level ethical rules, the problem of computer representation of ethical problems, and the problem of handling the amount of data that will become available for shared a-robot environment. This paper explicates the concept of supra-ethics and discusses some of the philosophical and technical problems it may present.


Anthony Durity, "Philosophic Computing"
University College Cork, a.durity@umail.ucc.ie

Herein resides a discussion of ‘philosophic computing’ versus ‘computational philosophy’ versus ‘digital philosophy’ versus ‘cyberphilosophy’. Good old-fashioned conceptual analysis is used to look at how these terms have been employed in the wild and how they relate to other terms like ‘computational metaphysics’ and ‘humanities computing’ and so on. Standing at the intersection of computers and philosophy it is demonstrated why we should clearly distinguish ‘philosophy of X’ from ‘philosophy by or using X’. It is ascertained–via examples and very rough stats–that we are mostly doing a lot of the former and not so much of the latter.
‘Philosophy using X’ has been mostly taken to mean computer-mediated philosophy; also the computer as a pedagogical tool overshadows computer-aided philosophy. This distinction is held in starker relief in the ‘digital humanities’–mediated contrasted with aided, human-to-human communication contrasted with machine-aided transformation. The intersection is decomposed into its parts, taking cues from decades of research in the digital humanities and humanities computing: content, form, method, medium are its parts.
Novel computational methods are highlighted: computational stylometry, topic/domain modelling, topic inferencing, term extraction and correlation analysis. Disagreements within philosophy and metaphilosophy imply competing taxonomies and ontologies for philosophy–semantic web technologies support multiple interpretations and perspectives.
A mini manifesto! Less writing, more building. Short term goal: more emphasis on computer-aided conceptual analysis (that is to say, computer-aided knowledge engineering for philosophy) and relatively less on ‘philosophy of X’, relatively less on computer-assisted instruction of Y, relatively less on computer-mediated communication of Z. Medium term goal: expand on the research in and the direction of experimental philosophy to further push philosophy from the seminary to the col-laboratory.


Fiona McEvoy, "Political Machines: Ethical Governance in the Age of AI"
San Francisco State University, fmcevoy@mail.sfsu.edu

At present, politicians and civil servants make decisions about the governance of countries and counties, cities and towns. Usually they are selected or elected based on their ex-perience, by interested parties who believe their relevant ex-pertise will deliver the right intuitions about the best types of action. The decisions made by these governmental officials almost always have ethical implications – they affect how or-dinary members of society go about their lives. Nevertheless, the Nobel Prize-winning psychologist Daniel Kahneman has supplied ample empirical evidence that personal intuition can be severely flawed.
This paper will examine the root causes of some of the most common errors of human judgment, as identified by Kahneman, before arguing that AI could take many governance decisions more reliably, and without cognitive bias. I will assert that, as-and-when ethicists and engineers establish ethically sensitive systems (i.e. systems which can replicate universal human intuitions about ethical norms), all governments will have a moral obligation to refer to them as a standard part of decision-making. Thus, I will claim that – contra the instincts of many – there will be a point at which machine insight should play a principal role in taking critical decisions for the betterment of society.



Friday, June 22nd

8:00-10:00 Registration

8:30-12:00

Coffee
Break

10:00-10:30

Attention, Consciousness, Agency, and Artificial Intelligence: 
An Interdisciplinary Symposium

Paul Bello (Naval Research Laboratory)
Will Bridewell (Naval Research Laboratory)
Selmer Bringsjord (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
Matthias Scheutz (Tufts University)
Ron Chrisley (University of Sussex)
Ron Sun (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
Henry Shevlin (University of Cambridge, Leverhulme Centre for the Future of 
Intelligence)
Sebastian Watzl (University of Oslo)

12:00-12:30 Coffee Break

12:30-13:30 Barwise Award Keynote Address: Edward N. Zalta (Stanford University)
How Computational Investigations Improved an Ontology

13:30-15:00 Lunch Break

Session A Session B

15:00-15:30 Marcin Miłkowski, Mateusz 
Hohol and Witold Hensel (Polish 
Academy of Sciences) Replicability
of Computational Models: Achilles 
Heel of Neuroscience

Naveen Sundar Govindarajulu, 
Selmer Bringsjord and Rikhiya 
Ghosh (Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute) One Formalization of 
Virtue Ethics via Learning

15:30-16:00 Matteo De Benedetto (Munich 
Center for Mathematical 
Philosophy) On Foundational 
Analyses of Computability and the 
Focus of an Explication

Paul Schweizer (The University of 
Edinburgh) Trivialization 
Arguments Reconsidered

16:00-16:30 Coffee Break

16:30-17:00 Tomasz Wysocki (University of 
Pittsburgh) Production explanations
in formal sciences

Nir Fresco (Ben Gurion University 
of the Negev) Information, 
Cognition and Objectivity

17:00-17:30 Nancy Abigail Nuñez Hernández 
and Francisco Hernández Quiroz 
(Universidad Nacional Autónoma 
de México) Computational 
complexity as evidence of the 
epistemic value of deduction 

Antonios Kaldas (Macquarie 
University) Do Machines Pay 
Attention?

17:30-18:00 Kevin Ryan, Pulin Agrawal and 
Stan Franklin (University of 
Memphis) Pattern Theory of Self in 
the LIDA Cognitive Model

Matteo Colombo (Tilburg 
University) Miscomputation in 
Computational Psychiatry

19:00-21:00 Banquet Dinner
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Plenary Symposium, "Attention, Consciousness, Agency and Artificial Intelligence: An Interdisciplinary Symposium"

Paul Bello, Naval Research Laboratory, Chair
Will Bridewell, Naval Research Laboratory
Selmer Bringsjord, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Matthias Scheutz, Tufts University
Ron Chrisley, University of Sussex
Ron Sun, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Henry Shevlin, University of Cambridge, Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence
Sebastian Watzl, University of Oslo

[Please note: Sebastian Watzl is, alas, unable to attend. We are very pleased to report that Antonio Chella (Palermo) will take his place on the panel.]

IACAP has traditionally been a conference deeply concerned with questions at the intersection of philosophy and AI. It has been a wellspring of prescient discussion, with no better example than in the area of machine ethics. While there has been and continues to be ongoing conceptual analysis and theorizing about AI and moral agency, there has been surprisingly little discussion of those capacities a system might need to be an agent (of the interesting sort) in the first place. Do systems need to be conscious in order to be agents? If so, is there a minimally specifiable notion of consciousness (e.g. perhaps without rich phenomenology) capable of supporting conscious intentional action, which is the hallmark of agency? What is the relationship between consciousness wrought in this way and lower-level mechanisms or capacities -- most especially with attention? This symposium seeks to bring together an interdisciplinary group of scholars from philosophy, psychology, cognitive science, and artificial intelligence to begin exploring possible answers to these questions. The implications are enormous, especially as robots move into sectors of our lives where actions on their part would by all accounts, be targets for judgments of responsibility.


Marcin Miłkowski, Mateusz Hohol & Witold Hensel, "Replicability of Computational Models: Achilles Heel of Neuroscience"
Polish Academy of Sciences, marcin.milkowski@gmail.com
Department of Logic and Cognitive Science, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences, mateuszhohol@gmail.com
University of Bialystok, whensel@poczta.onet.pl

Replicability is fundamental to science, so it is no surprise that recent doubts about researchers’ ability to consistently reproduce findings in a number of scientific fields have caused quite a stir (Loken and Gelman 2017), (Maxwell, Lau, and Howard 2015), (Butt on et al. 2013). The crisis of confidence provoked by critical assessments of replicability has affected such disciplines as psychology, neuroscience, social science, and medicine. In this paper, we focus on the problem of replicability of computational models in neuroscience.
This paper unfolds in the following manner. We review some conceptual distinctions usually applied to replication studies and purposes of these studies.Next, we analyze problems with replication, discussing briefly a case studied recently by (Manninen, Havela, and Linne 2017), who attempted to replicate models of astrocyte excitation. Then, we diagnose the major cause of the problem with replicating computational models. We claim that it stems mostly from omitting crucial information in scientific papers, but we stress that the solution is not to share all possible code and data. Papers should remain selective and include all and only relevant bits of code and description of how data was collected. By relying on a recent discussion on the normative principle of completeness,proposed by philosophers of science, we defend a version of the principle for computational modeling in general. The paper is concluded by looking at how exactly this principle may help in achieving the aims of replication.


Naveen Sundar Govindarajulu, Selmer Bringsjord & Rikhiya Ghosh, "One Formalization of Virtue Ethics via Learning"
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, naveensundarg@gmail.com
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, SelmerBringsjord@gmail.com
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, rikrixa@gmail.com

Given that there exist many different formal and precise treatments of deontological and consequentialist ethics, we turn to virtue ethics and consider what could be a formalization of virtue ethics that makes it amenable to automation. We present such a formalization in a cognitive calculus (which subsumes a quantified first- order logic) that has been previously used to model robust ethical principles, in both the deontological and consequentialist traditions.


Matteo De Benedetto, "On Foundational Analyses of Computability and the Focus of an Explication"
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, matteo.debenedetto@lrz.uni-muenchen.de

In recent years two different axiomatic characterizations of the intuitive concept of effective calculability have been proposed, one by Sieg and the other by Dershowitz and Gurevich. By analyzing and comparing them, we argue that their differences correspond to two possible ways of approaching the problem of sharpening the notion of effective calculability. We trace back these two approaches, respectively, to Turing's and Kolmogorov's seminal ideas about computability. Introducing the concept of the "focus" of an explication, we argue that there are two kinds of explications of effective calculability: the Turing-focus and the Kolmogorov-focus based ones. We show that these two kinds of explication radically differ in how they sharpen the intuitive concept of effective calculability: Turing-focus based explications sharpen our intuitive notion onto a calculator-based view of computation, while Kolmogorov-focus based explications precise effective calculability onto a structure-like evolution based view of computation. Then, abstracting the notion of the focus of an explication from the specific case of effective calculability, we show how this new notion allows us to conceptualize the mid-process of sharpening our intuitive notions and thus to have a more fine-grained analysis of the explication process.


Paul Schweizer, "Trivialization Arguments Reconsidered"
The University of Edinburgh, paul@inf.ed.ac.uk

Critics of the Computational Theory of Mind (CTM) have argued that the theory is empirically vacuous, since whatever computational procedures are held to account for our cognitive attributes will also be realized by a myriad of other ‘deviant’ physical systems, such as buckets of water and possibly even stones. Such ‘trivialization’ claims rely on a Simple Mapping Account (SMA) of physical implementation. Hence many defenders of CTM attempt to block the trivialization critique by advocating various additional constraints on the implementation relation. However, closer analysis indicates that the trivialization strategy only works against versions of CTM committed to the Computational Sufficiency Thesis (CST), and I argue that CST should be rejected in any case. It is then possible to accept both SMA along with a more scientifically plausible version of CTM, and this move defuses the trivialization arguments while at the same time embracing their key premise concerning physical implementation.


Tomasz Wysocki, "Production explanations in formal sciences"
University of Pittsburgh, tomwysocki@pitt.edu

Are there explanations in mathematics and other formal sciences? Proofs yes, these are ubiquitous, but explanations? Some (Zelcer, 2013) say that, at least in mathematics, there are none. Others (Kitcher, 1989) say that some mathematical proofs are explanatory, but the ways in which these proofs explain is quite unlike the way in which causal explanations explain, for there are no causes in the kingdom of formal structures. Pace the former, I’ll identify proofs that are explanatory; pace the latter, I’ll argue that these proofs are explanatory because they resemble causal mechanical explanations and explanations from laws of nature.
Let me dub these explanatory proofs production explanations and argue as follows. First, I’ll remind you how explanations form causal mechanisms and form laws of nature look like. Then, I’ll describe binary ordered trees, a data structure from computer science, and how they are produced. The aim of this example is to show you how production explanations work. Subsequently, I’ll offer a general characterization of production explanations. Lastly, I’ll share a worry with you—on my theory too many proofs turn out explanatory—which I’ll then try to defuse.


Nir Fresco, "Information, Cognition and Objectivity"
Ben Gurion University of the Negev, fresco.nir@gmail.com

In what sense is information-as it is used in explaining cognition-objective? On the ontological view, information exists in the world as an organism-independent commodity. But to make sense of information flow in learning, perception, and cognition, it's questionable whether information is organism-independent. Giving up on this sense of objectivity needn't entail that judgments about information are merely a matter of opinion, whim, or taste. An important distinction to be drawn is between information as what an organism can detect/perceive/potentially use, and information as the contents of sensory/cognitive states. Understanding information as being relative to the role it plays in the functional economy of the receiving organism, for example, gives rise to epistemic objectivity that suffices for explaining cognition in informational terms.


Nancy Abigail Nuñez Hernández & Francisco Hernández Quiroz, "Computational complexity as evidence of the epistemic value of deduction"
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, nancy.abigail1985@gmail.com
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, fhq@ciencias.unam.mx

Deduction is at the core of the majority of mathematical proofs. However, according to a pervasive philosophical tradition that goes back to logical positivism and still influences many philosophers, psychologists and some other cognitive scientists, deduction has no epistemic value as a source of new knowledge because it adds nothing new to our knowledge. This paper challenges that philosophical tradition arguing that new knowledge is gained when a computationally complex deductive problem is solved. The amount of computational resources necessary to come to the solution of NP-complete problems reveals that is very unlikely to know its solution just by knowing the axioms that imply it, as it is assumed by those who follow the philosophical tradition mentioned earlier. For instance, coming to know the solution of a SAT problem is hard even though the subject knows the axioms of propositional logic, so new knowledge is gained when that kind of problem is solved. By showing that deduction could be a source of new knowledge, this paper aims to shed new light on the epistemic value of deduction and to pave the way for a more robust conception of deduction.


Antonios Kaldas, "Do Machines Pay Attention?"
Macquarie University, frantoniosk@gmail.com

Can machines be said to "pay attention"? The answer depends on which of the many definitions of the term "attention" one uses. I apply my taxonomy of definitions of attention to explore which of them may be applicable to machines. On the most interesting class of definitions-Operational ones-there can be little doubt that machines as simple as security cameras do indeed pay attention to the objects they track. But this seems to go against what I have called the Phenomenal Attention Intuition-the commonly-held idea that conscious experience lies at the heart of attention. However, it turns out that attention and consciousness can come apart in significant ways. For example, we ascribe more value to conscious entities than we do to entities capable of paying attention. These kinds of dissociation strongly undermine the Phenomenal Attention Intuition.


Kevin Ryan, Pulin Agrawal & Stan Franklin, "Pattern Theory of Self in the LIDA Cognitive Model"
University of Memphis, kjryan1@memphis.edu
University of Memphis, pagrawal@memphis.edu
University of Memphis, franklin@memphis.edu

The LIDA (Learning Intelligent Decision Agent) cognitive model is a systems-level account of mind based primarily on Bernard Baars’ Global Workspace Theory (GWT). We understand a mind to be the control structure for an autonomous agent (AA) (Franklin 1995, 412). An AA, in turn, is “a system situated in and part of an environment, which senses that environment and acts on it over time in accordance with its own agenda, so as it may affect what it senses in the future.” (Franklin & Graesser, 1997). A systems-level model must include the existence of self in at least some agents. Insofar as an AA is simultaneously situated in, yet distinct from, their surrounding environment, we take the self to be the set of capacities for an AA to maintain, and perhaps understand, itself as a distinct entity in the environment. One particularly promising avenue for incorporating a wide number of different selves is through the pattern theory of self as proposed by Shaun Gallagher. In this paper, we introduce key elements from both the LIDA cognitive model and the pattern theory of self. We then combine them to describe and discuss the implementation of several different selves and sub-selves in LIDA.


Matteo Colombo, "Miscomputation in Computational Psychiatry"
Tilburg University, m.colombo@uvt.nl

An adequate explication of miscomputation should do justice to the practices involved in the computational sciences. Unfortunately, relevant practices outside computer science have so far been overlooked. In this paper, I begin to fill this gap by distinguishing different notions of miscomputation in computational psychiatry. I argue that a satisfactory explication of miscomputation in computational psychiatry should involve a semantically laden characterisation of a computational system’s interaction with its environment. Because the mechanistic account of physical computation does not appeal to semantics, it cannot explicate a notion of miscomputation central to computational psychiatric practice.



Saturday, June 23rd

8:00-10:00 Registration

Session A Session B

9:00-9:30 Laura Crompton (Ludwig 
Maximilian University of Munich) 
Phronesis, Responsibility and 
Robots

Colin W. P. Lewis and Dagmar 
Monett (AGISI.org; Berlin School 
of Economics and Law) Text 
Analysis of Unstructured Data on 
Definitions of Intelligence

9:30-10:00 André Schmiljun (Instytut 
Filozofii Uniwersytetu im. Adama 
Mickiewicza w Poznaniu) Robot 
Morality: Bertram F. Malle’s 
concept of moral competence 

Hannah Pheasant (The Graduate 
Theological Union at Berkeley) The
Colonization of the Digital Sphere

10:00-10:30 Coffee Break

10:30-11:00 Bartosz Radomski (Ruhr-
Universität Bochum) Can Jakob 
Hohwy (2013) justify his claim that 
brain is Bayesian?

Krzysztof Wójtowicz (Instytut 
Filozofii UW) Program 
Explanations: Logical, 
Computational and Physical 
Aspects

11:00-11:30 Pankaj Singh (Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kanpur) Contrasting 
Embodied Cognition with Standard 
Cognitive Science: A Perspective on
Mental Representation

Lars Stepan Laichter and Ron 
Chrisley (Quest University Canada;
University of Sussex) Time-
Continuous Turing Machines

11:30-12:00 Coffee Break

12:00-13:00 Keynote Address: Ned Block (NYU)
Consciousness and the Joint in Nature Between Cognition and Perception

13:00-14:30 Lunch Break

14:30-17:30

Coffee
Break

16:00-16:30

Symposium: Engineering Machine Consciousness -- A Conceptual Framework
Peter Boltuc (UIS)
Ned Block (NYU)
Ricardo Sanz (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid)
Igor Aleksander (Imperial College, London)
Magnus Johnsson (Lund University)

17:30-18:00 Presidential Address: Don Berkich (A&M-Corpus Christi)
We know what we can compute, but can we compute what we know?

18:00-18:30 Open Business Meeting
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Laura Crompton, "Phronesis, Responsibility and Robots"
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, laura.crompton@outlook.com

According to Aristotle, the ascription of responsibility is defined through the fundamental notion of voluntariness. A conduct is to be considered as having an implication on the ascription of responsibility, if it is characterised through two aspects, namely an action having its’ origin within the agent, as well as the agent having knowledge considering the circumstances within which the latter is to act. This paper shall, through the introduction of Searle’s Chinese Room Argument, argue that robotic conduct cannot be considered as meeting either of these conditions, which, in a further line of argument, implies that robots cannot be subject to the ascription of responsibility.
Considering the concept as introduced by Aristotle, responsibility is defined through the agent having knowledge regarding not only the circumstances of the underlying situation, but also, the ability to evaluate what the action will bring about, what consequences the performing of the action will bring forth. The Chinese Room Argument illustrates the determinedness of robotic operation. A robot, through the simple working of an input into an output, cannot be considered as having knowledge, as having understanding of the contexts that define the underlying situation, within which the artificial agent is to act.
Regarding the second aspect of the Aristotelian concept of responsibility, as argued above, a robotic action cannot be regarded as having its origin within the robot. As the syntax is written and implemented through the human programmer, a robot cannot be considered as acting through a self defined will.


Colin W. P. Lewis & Dagmar Monett, "Text Analysis of Unstructured Data on Definitions of Intelligence"
AGISI.org, colin.lewis@agisi.org
Berlin School of Economics and Law, dagmar.monett-diaz@hwr-berlin.de

Human intelligence is a quality recognized as showing differences between individuals. For more than 150 years researchers have been studying and continually improving psychometric tests for human intelligence, with a colossal amount of data collected; however, despite many attempts, there remains no clearly agreed upon definition of human intelligence. A lack of a clearly defined definition of human intelligence is a perceived stumbling block in the pursuit of a) understanding intelligence and b) building machines which replicate human intelligence (Brooks, 1991) and c) exceed human intelligence. Seeking to reach consensus on definitions of human and machine intelligence, our current survey research findings indicate that researchers are narrowly in agreement that human intelligence and artificial ‘machine’ intelligence should be defined differently. The evidence from our study suggests that there may be a link between analytical thinking constructs used in written comments about definitions of intelligence and the level of positive agreement with those definitions, even when the comments do not agree with the definitions. Finally, our ongoing work illustrates that intelligent machine which conceptualizes, operationalizes, and exceeds human intelligence should be constructed under the guiding tenet that “[t]he goal of AI systems should be to be useful to humans” (Hutter, 2005). Any definition of an AI that fails to define the ‘what’ of intelligence and more importantly the ‘why’ may be potentially detrimental to society.


André Schmiljun, "Robot Morality: Bertram F. Malle’s concept of moral competence"
Instytut Filozofii Uniwersytetu im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu, andre_schmiljun@icloud.com

Bertram F. Malle is one of the first scientists, combining robotics with moral competence. His theory outlines that moral competence can be understood as a system of five components including moral norms, a moral vocabulary, moral cognition, moral decision making and moral communication. Giving a brief (1) introduction of robot morality, the essay analyses Malle’s concept of moral competence (2) and discusses its consequences (3) for the future of robot science. The thesis will further argue that Malle’s approach is insufficient due to three reasons: his function argument is very simplifying and therefore troubling; each component of his theory is inconsistent and, finally, closely connected to our common understanding of personhood, which raises new philosophical questions surrounding the basic issue of if and/or when machines can be considered people.


Hannah Pheasant, "The Colonization of the Digital Sphere"
The Graduate Theological Union at Berkeley, hpheasant@ses.gtu.edu

The public sphere of the 21st century has progressed from face-to-face exchanges in salons and coffeehouses to digitally mediated interactions in cyberspace. The digital sphere has provided millions of Americans with a platform to voice their opinions and deliberate over normative values. The problem, however, given our understanding of rationalized systems, is that technologies can often act as biased mediators for communication. For example, online factors such as, corporate influence, anonymity, pseudonymity, fragmented information, algorithms, fake news, etc., tend to have ulterior ends other than promoting public consensus. The problem also suggests that the efficacy of discourse programs such as Jürgen Habermas’s Theory of Communicative Action (TCA), that are intended to establish public consensus, may be vulnerable to the instrumentalizing effects of the digital sphere. This begs the question, how does language, a value-rational practice, remain free of corruption when applied to an instrumental system such as technology?

I propose that, since digital technologies are likely here to stay, we must counter their instrumental effects either by changing our relation to technology, which would require exercising an empathetic sensitivity, or redesign digital technologies altogether so that they advance social values. In order to address the problem, I first describe in detail how technology instrumentalizes communication. Second, I evaluate the role of empathy in achieving mutual understanding in both on and offline discourse. Third, I provide a critique of technology inspired by Andrew Feenberg to illustrate how technologies may be reconstructed to reflect social values.


Bartosz Radomski, "Can Jakob Hohwy (2013) justify his claim that brain is Bayesian?"
Ruhr-Universität Bochum, bartosz.radomski@rub.de

In The Predictive Mind book, Hohwy (2013) cites a number of experiments and argues that (1) the experiments are all best explained by assuming that the brain is a Bayesian mechanism and that (2) the majority of perceptual processes can be explained using the Predictive Processing (PP) framework. In effect, the realism about Bayesian is substantiated and argued for using an explicit appeal to the Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE). It is argued by Hohwy that PP best explains the data at hand, and therefore should be favoured as a scientific theory of perception. In this paper I will argue that Hohwy does not offer convincing reasons to accept realism about Bayesian brain. Firstly, I will present the principle of IBE (Lipton 1991) as a method for selection in a competitive setting, and claim that IBE cannot support the realism because the rivalling frameworks are ignored. Secondly, I will claim that describing the experimental results as evidence for Bayesian brain is an example of ‘consistency fallacy’ (Coltheart 2013). Finally, I will discuss what I shall call the argument from abundance, namely that advocates of PP themselves generate Bayesian models which they afterwards use as evidence for realism of Bayes.


Krzysztof Wójtowicz, "PROGRAM EXPLANATIONS: LOGICAL, COMPUTATIONAL AND PHYSICAL ASPECTS"
Instytut Filozofii UW, kwojtowi@uw.edu.pl

In the paper the problem of mathematical explanations in science is discussed. The focus is on the programming account, according to which mathematical theorems impose some modal constraints on the physical world (so to say – they are “programming it”). After presenting some examples (like P=NP, Con(PA), Con(ZFC)), the problem of the necessary background assumptions is discussed. In particular, it might turn out, that in some cases strong (and non-standard) assumptions are necessary (so that – so to say – a quite “abstract metaphysics” is programming the world). There is also an important empirical aspect: the “computational resources” of the universe should be taken into account. In this context I mention hypercomputation (the RTM model), which is probably a purely speculative model – but gives interesting philosophical inspirations. The possible importance of quantum computation for these matters is also discussed. The paper also exhibits the links between the programming account and the discussion concerning the explanatory character of mathematical theorems – in particular the potential explanatory role of proofs. The problem is especially pressing in the case of computer assisted proofs (CAPs). In this context, I also mention (theoretically possible) “quantum-assisted proofs” (QAPs), and indicate some problems for further discussion.


Pankaj Singh, "Contrasting Embodied Cognition with Standard Cognitive Science: A Perspective on Mental Representation"
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, pankajsingh.028@gmail.com

For a long time, the research in cognitive science has focused its attention on the functioning of the brain, which is considered as the epicentre of mind. Since the revolution of digital computers, around the 1950s, scholars have been using computation and representation, as a tool to understand and explain human cognition. This narrow conception of mind in brain limited the role of body and environment in cognition. A new breed of researchers in philosophy, psychology, linguistics, robotics, artificial intelligence, have started challenging the undisputed status of the brain. The conception of mind as symbol manipulator and role of representation in cognition is also being questioned and challenged by these scholars. The initial challenge came from J.J. Gibson’s theory of perception and connectionist account of cognition. Embodied cognition has incorporated rather extensively a variety of insights emerging from research in both ecological psychology and connectionism. The proponents of embodied cognition to explain the aspects of human cognition are using the importance of embodied interaction with the environment, which is a dynamic relation. The cause of disagreement between these two approaches is regarding the role assumed by the notion of representation. The contrast between these two approaches is highlighted not only the basis of a priori argument but major experiments have been mentioned, to show the weight of the assumptions of both the contrasting approaches. Because, embodied cognition is still just at the research program stage and standard cognitive science is a full-fledged theory, so the contrast has been elucidated theme wise pitting themes of embodied cognition with the major assumptions of standard cognitive science.


Lars Stepan Laichter & Ron Chrisley, "Time-Continuous Turing Machines"
Quest University Canada, lars.laichter@gmail.com
University of Sussex, R.L.Chrisley@sussex.ac.uk

Although Turing machines have historically been the dominant model of computation, the dynamical account of computation claims to be a better account of natural computation, including cognition. Some opponents of the dynamical account of computation claim that if a system is continuous, then it is not computational in the Turing-like sense (VanGelder, 1998). In the following paper, I offer an outline and a critique of both the Turing and the dynamical account of computation. I argue that a significant inadequacy of the Turing model is a lack of a continuous temporal dimension. Subsequently, I propose a series of amendments to the Turing model in the form of a time-continuous Turing machine, which adopts several features from the dynamical account of computation. Using the example of the super-sunflower by Smith (1996), I exemplify how traditional Turing machines can be transformed to serve as a more dynamical model of computation. The super-sunflower exemplifies a dynamical system that can have a computational description which maintains correspondences in periods of disconnect. Given the successful transformation and application in the case of the super-sunflower, I conclude that there is not an incompatibility between having a dynamical description and having a computational description. I also propose that time-continuous Turing Machines, in comparison to the traditional Turing Machines, possess properties that would allow serving as a better model of computation with respect to cognition.


Plenary Symposium, "Engineering Machine Consciousness -- a conceptual framework"

Peter Boltuc, UIS, Chair
Ned Block, NYU
Ricardo Sanz, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Igor Aleksander, Imperial College, London
Magnus Johnsson Lund University

Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures approach presumes that there is continuum between biological cognitive systems, such as animal brains, through contemporary computers, all the way to the future Artificial General Intelligence. We may call it a BICA continuum. This approach has many applications going back at least to Franklin’s LIDA. However, as R. Sanz points out, we should avoid excessive anthropomorphism of consciousness. The primary goal of machine consciousness research should be to build thinking machines and functionally conscious robots, that know what is going on in human world, and beyond; yet, this task does not need to be accomplished through mimicking animal cognitive architectures. Even the notion of consciousness defined for AI should be quite different from that for humans; the goal is not quite to reconstruct a human brain. Boltuc points out that there is a point of discontinuity within the BICA continuum, but it is not a supposed gap between living organisms (some sort of ‘mentations’) and AI. Instead, the gap lies between functionally conscious robots (even those able to utilize ‘phenomenal qualia’) and the first-person non-reductive h-consciousness. As be a tenet of non-reductive materialism, one should presume that projectors of h-consciousness should be constructible by future science. Johnsson focuses on providing robots with functional version of internal mental states. The topic of internal simulation, including confabulations and dreams, is more and more important in research of machine thinking and consciousness. Aleksander explores a bifurcation between the two approaches used by those interested to engineer systems that are said to be conscious. On the one hand there are systems that are designed to follow rules that achieve a behavior which is comparable to that of an acceptably conscious organism. The alternative is a system that relies on the emergent properties of a system inspired by the neurology of an acceptably conscious organism. The issues of phenomenal consciousness militate against the algorithmic approach but require that significant structure/function theories are brought to bear on the emergent case. The paper addresses some of the structure/function relationships found in neural automata theories to indicate that a knowledge of structure in such systems is insufficient to determine the potential for consciousness, the missing ingredient being the developmental exposure of the structure of phenomenal states.


